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1

REVIEW OF RECENT EXPERIENCE
THROUGHOUT GERMANY

An analysis of numerous existing industrial buildings and similar halls have been done, some of them
are presented below:

1.1
•

Institute for Steel Structures RWTH, Research Laboratory
(Aachen)
The building

The research laboratory of the Institute for Steel Structures was built in 1993.
•

Infrared Surveys

Date: 15.02.2008

Figure 1.1

IR Survey Institute for Steel Structures RWTH, Research Laboratory – elevation
south
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Figure 1.2

IR Survey Institute for Steel Structures RWTH, Research Laboratory – elevation
west

The IR images show the pattern of the cassette walls with its regular thermal bridges. A
remarkable detail is, that the parapet shows significant “hot spots”, it has not been clearified,
whether this effect is caused by thermal bridges or by air movement.

1.2
•

Centre for Metallic Design ZMB RWTH, Research
Laboratory (Aachen)
The building

The ZMB is placed in the development area of Melaten of the RWTH Aachen. The building for its own
is a demonstration object for modern constructing with steel. Because of an advanced fire-protection
concept the carrying steel construction remains visible. The facade infront of the seminar- and office
rooms is a modern steel-glass construction, the roof and wall construction consists of coated grooved
steel sheets (“cassette wall”).
•

Infrared Surveys

Date: 15.02.2008
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Figure 1.3

IR Survey ZMB RWTH, Research Laboratory – elevation north

Figure 1.4

IR Survey ZMB RWTH, Research Laboratory – façade west, detail of windows
and cassette anchorage

Figure 1.5

IR Survey ZMB RWTH, Research Laboratory – façade west, detail of beam
anchorage
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Figure 1.6

IR Survey ZMB RWTH, Research Laboratory – façade west, detail of beam
anchorage at the roof edge

The IR images show some similarities to the first object: The pattern of the cassette walls with
its regular thermal bridges and also the parapet shows significant “hot spots”.

1.3

Over-cladding and rooftop-extension

A laboratory hall of an institute from RWTH Aachen was renovated and extended by using steel
products (Figure 1.7).

Figure 1.7

Laboratory hall before and after renovation, Aachen (Germany)

For the roof top extension a new slab was required to get sufficient load-bearing capability, therefore
precast hollow-core slabs are used (Figure 1.8). After adding the slab panels prefabricated steel girders
were installed.
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Figure 1.8

Mounting of precast hollow core slabs and steel girders

The whole building (old masonry façade and the extension) was equipped with steel sandwich panels,
thus in the old part an over-cladding situation occurs. A further step for improving the energy efficiency
is the installation of new windows (Figure 1.9).

Figure 1.9

1.4
•

Mounting of steel sandwich panels and new windows

Two production and storage halls with attached office
building, surroundings of Aachen (D)
The buildings

The building complex consists of two production halls including a high bay warehouse and an office
building.
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Figure 1.10 Production and storage halls with attached office building, front view

•

Infrared Surveys

The surveys in this chapter were carried out on the 8th of January 2009.
A short summary of the boundary conditions:
•

Outside temperature between -3,5 °C and -3, °C,

•

cloudy sky,

•

misty weather (at the start relative air humidity of about 87,9 % at the end of the measurements
about 80%)

•

almost no wind and no rain,

•

indoor-temperature of old north-western hall about 16 °C,

•

indoor-temperature of new south-western hall about 15 °C,

•

the halls were under regular use during the measurements,

•

the scale for the outside surveys -5 to 10 °C was chosen and

•

the scale for the inside surveys 7 to 21 °C was chosen.
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Figure 1.11 Façade of office building

Figure 1.12 Front façade (north-east)

Figure 1.13 Gate, old north-western hall (front, to street)
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Figure 1.14 Façade, new south-eastern hall (south-east façade)

Figure 1.15 South-eastern strip windows (new hall)

Figure 1.16 Back façade (south-west)
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Figure 1.17 Detail attic, new south-eastern hall

Figure 1.18 Old façade, old north-eastern hall

Figure 1.19 Detail above back gate, new hall (inside)
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Figure 1.20 Detail south-eastern façade, new hall, backside (inside)

Figure 1.21 Detail base of base plate, south-eastern façade, new hall (inside)

Figure 1.22 Strip windows south-eastern façade, new hall (inside)
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Figure 1.23 Detail heat bridge, old north-eastern façade, old hall (inside)

Figure 1.24 Detail heat bridge, old north-eastern façade, old hall backwall (inside)
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MAIN RESULTS OF THE INVESTIGATION
•

The big glazed gates are a weak point of the thermal insulation of the halls

•

The basement is not sufficiently insulated, this can be observed all over the place (Figure 1.20,
Figure 1.21 and Figure 1.22)

•

The attic has definite weaknesses in all façades, they are most likely due to an insufficient air
tightness

•

The heat bridges in the area of the column junction can be seen very clearly on the infrared
surveys

•

Air leakage at the roof and the columns are presumably responsible for the low temperatures
that can be seen on the inside surfaces

•

The problem of heat bridges within cassette constructions can be noticed almost on all the
infrared surveys, example see Figure 1.20.
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